Shelburne Falls Trolley Museum
14 Depot Street
P.O. Box 272
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
NAME:____________________________ DATE:__________
DISPATCHER RULES EXAM
Open Rulebook (April 20, 2017) fill in blanks exactly as in the Rulebook, including any
SPECIAL ORDERS that are in effect at the time of your test.
Qualified Dispatchers must also be qualified Motormen and Track Car Operators.
D1. A dispatcher must be on duty to coordinate the movements of _______ _______
whenever two or more track cars will be on the same track, or when a track car will be operating
on __________ track along with the ________________.
D2. The dispatcher must be able to be in contact with all ______________ and track car
operators at all times.
D3. The dispatcher may _________ be an on-duty motorman, conductor, or track car operator.
D4. The dispatcher will designate which track or tracks any track cars are _______________
to operate on, using a form provided by the General Manager, and the dispatcher will insure that
all conductors and track car operators understand which tracks are ___________________ for
use.
D5. The dispatcher may transfer his duties to another _______________, after informing all
on-duty conductors and track car operators.
D6. Operation of a Track Car on _______ _________ ___________ ________ is not
allowed, except under the following conditions:
* The trolley power supply is off and marked by the Track Car Operator or Dispatcher with a
_________ ___________, or
* The Track Car Operator is in possession of the ________________ ________, or
* under authority of a _______________.
Fill out a Track Car Occupancy form authorizing Casey Jones, using the Motor Car, to occupy
the Stall One and House Tracks and Turn Out 3 and Turn Out 5 and Turn Out 7, today until
1700.
TEST SCORE:___________ CHECKED BY:________ DATE:_________
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Shelburne Falls Trolley Museum
14 Depot Street
P.O. Box 272
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370

TRACK CAR OCCUPANCY FORM

Use this form to authorize a track car to occupy one or more tracks.
The (Pump Car) (Motor Car) (Push Cart) (Trackmobile)
circle only one

is authorized to occupy the
(South) (Middle) (Main) (House) (North) (Stall 1)(Stall 2) Track
circle at least one

and to occupy
(TO 1) (TO 2) (TO 3) (TO 4)(TO 5) (TO 7) (None)
circle at least one

until_______________________.
time authority expires

List any other track cars that are on these tracks:
__________________________________________________
Track Car Operator(s):______________________________________
Other information:_________________________________________
Dispatcher __________

Date____________
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